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uniting revolutionary gameplay enhancements with a high-octane, no-holds-barred storyline, tom clancy's splinter cell conviction arms you to the teeth with all the high-tech weaponry and lethal skills of an elite operative and invites you to enter a dangerous world where justice means making your own rules.key game features:a full arsenal of cutting-edge innovations allow you to outflank foes with the last known position system, tag and eliminate enemies using the
mark and execute feature, and much more.a unique storytelling style keeps you on the edge of your seat as you navigate the explosive world of a renegade agent where trust is impossible and justice requires you to go above the law.a revolutionary new graphic direction delivers an utterly seamless gameplay experience thatll keep you totally engrossed in the story of sam fisher. hello guys! i just started playing my favorite game "splinter cell conviction". i have a

problem with the multiplayer part of it. it says "conviction multiplayer needs to be updated in order to play", but i can't find it on any of the skidrow sites. can you help me? i've downloaded the game files, they work fine. but when i try to download and install the 'conviction multiplayer', it says it needs to be updated. i've tried it on three different pc's and it always says it needs to be updated. could anyone help me? i want to play splinter cell conviction multiplayer but
can't find anything about it on the official ubisoft site. i don't see any download links, no matter where i look. i tried downloading it from multuibisoft and others and it always gives me an error message. i'm looking for help. anyone know anything about it?
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